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Chapter 1

 It was here, in this hospital, the hallways abandoned except the lifeless bodies piled in a 

unique stack. organized by gender and split off into sections from youngest and oldest. A patient 

of the hospital the only living person left within, drags a new fresh body over to the stack of 

young female patients & nurses of the hospital. 

Her face covered with dirt and blood and her hair looked as though it hasn’t been washed in 

days, she was weaken by famine as she struggles to lift another body on top of the mound 

stacked neatly one right on top of another. She manages to stack what she had hoped to be the 

last of the bodies and as she kneeled there looking for some answers in the eyes of the young 

woman, she finds comfort knowing these people, they had suffered enough and they don’t have 

to feel any longer.

She can hear explosions off into the distance, they’re coming, I must prepare myself she had 

thought. She takes one more look into the eyes of the young girl, “I will not let your name be 

forgotten” she said to her, and as she stood up, the explosions got louder and louder and started 

to rumble through her chest going with the beat of her heart the tension in the air just got thicker. 

She wondered to herself if everything would be normal again, what kind of life would she had 

led, and where would she had been at this point in time.

 I wish everything was normal again, I wish I was in my old life. How did it ever escalate to this? 

she said to herself as her memories start flashing back to a simple life. Trying so hard to fight 

back the tears she struggles to control herself, I need to focus, they are coming, I need to be 

brave right now. She had thought, but her mind is loosing control. Her thoughts are going back 

into the past and she can’t help herself now. The flashbacks are flickering in her mind to the 



mesmerizing sounds of the explosions in the distance. The sound is penetrating into sub-

conscience as if she was being hypnotized and going into a trance. 

And as she stood there, at the window of the dark hospital, looking out at the city, flashes of light 

from bombs going off in highly populated areas. She loosing all control over her mind as she 

remembers everything as if it happened yesterday. 

Spring 2012, the trees are in bloom and the air of a new adventures hovers over the city. The 

same streets bursting with commotion of those thousand dollar power suits bustling by and the 

click clack of high heel pumps (the expensive ones) and a sea of fancy suitcases. The crowded 

sidewalk, a mini pedestrian two way street with well-dressed business men and women on one 

side and the seated homeless watching as they rush past going somewhere, but really nowhere in 

a hurry on the other side. Sarah Monroe, a novelist, begins her day with a light morning jog in 

the park near her studio apartment, followed by a quick shower and a healthy on the go kind of 

breakfast. 

She chooses her outfit by how she feels that day.  She loves the light flowing fabric of a sun 

dress for her day off .   On days when the world is on her side, (which ninety-nine percent of the 

time), she goes with a powerful silky red number. Sarah claims in a recent interview that she 

wears dresses such as this to distract people from her dreadful writing.  However, truth is, red is 

merely her power color of choice.  She revels in the attention.  She simply draws the intended’s 

eyeballs in towards her, casting a spell when she feels like having sexual encounter.  It works 

every time.

Sarah, then power walks to her office, with phone in hand, ear buds in listening to music. She 

gracefully walks down the street with purpose, as if she owns the land. The walk to her office 

always includes stops at the local coffee shop around the corner form the office.   Although not a 

huge believer in multi-billion dollar coffee shops she rather enjoys the company of those that 

hang out at a smaller lesser known shop.  Believing decisions such as these define your character 



as a human being who would you rather support. After she indulges in her morning coffee, she 

lingers around and watches the people that come in. Sarah, keen on observing people in their 

natural habitat, listens in on what people talk about, and sometimes she’ll engage in the 

conversation if she deems it worthwhile to get herself involved.   Despite the flashy and lavish 

celebrity life style she lives, she much rather prefers lurking in the background, watching, taking 

it all in and observing.

When Sarah is satisfied with what she has seen that particular morning at the coffee shop she 

picks up her expensive purse, and orders another coffee to go. Always late, she shifts her power 

walk into overdrive as if she was on a mission to be somewhere in a hurry. She enters the 

building calm and collected, never truly breaking a sweat.  Greeted by Jacques the regular 

doorman, they make small talk and sometimes exchange cute knock-knock joke as she enters the 

foyer and heads up the elevator. On the 34th level of a giant glass skyscraper on 2nd and 3rd 

avenue is where you will find Sarah. In an office separated by cubicles colored in grey, and walls 

splashed with a plain off white color which one can only assume was some shade of white at one 

point in time.

A well-kept desk, with notes and paper work organized.  This is how she loves to operate.  Her 

computer is not up-to-date but it does the job.   If Sarah had her way, she’d rather work on a 

type-writer but this is what they gave her to work on and she makes do. The others remind her 

she has to keep up with the times.  Technology will make her job a lot easier.  And she would 

always thinks:  They’re full of B.S.  Just last week the office tech spent 5 hours just upgrading the 

word processor program. So just how does that translate to make the job a lot easier? 

She peaks around the corner, to see if her boss, Jerry, had seen her come in late.   By the looks of 

it either he hasn’t noticed or he’s in too good of a mood to really care. She observes him off to 

the right in the office, engaging in small talk.  Feigning interest and listening intently to one of 

his obviously invaluable employees, taking his hand from his face, he motions a hand wave 

before asking them to do something he really needs to get done. It helps with their morale 



apparently, though Sarah believes it’s not in him to be a proper ‘task master’ boss and order 

someone around.  Jerry just always seems to play nice when it comes to work. She can’t help but 

notice that Jerry is wearing a bright canary yellow tie. This is a signal.  The tie is a clue that tells 

her that he’s in a very good mood as yellow is one of his favorite colors. This morning however, 

he seems to be a tad bit agitated as he is walking around the office.  Pacing, like he is going to be 

late for some important meeting. She becomes curious, perhaps he has a date, Sarah thinks to 

herself.  Needless to say, Sarah, didn’t get any work done today, too preoccupied by her bosses 

demeanor but not too forward to just come right out and say it. She looks at the clock, 4:45 pm. 

“Shit!” she mumbles, as she notices it is almost time to quit.

“Sarah, don’t forget you have another book signing tomorrow night” Said Jerry. 

“Oh God forbid Jerry I fall short of one signing!” replied Sarah with a spiteful undertone. 

Jerry or as she likes to refer to him as:  the King of the publishers helped Sarah get her first book 

out there.  He’s always there, good old Jerry, pushing Sarah beyond her limits. 

Sarah: “I grow ever so weary of the same questions being asked, do I really have to attend this 

book signing?” 

While batting her eyelashes she walks toward Jerry.  He gives Sarah an evil, cold gaze, with a 

quivering lip which made is goatee shift back and forth. 

“Sarah, your fans are what make you! Without your readers you would be a nobody! 

Is that what you want?” He says folding his arms, tapping his foot. 

“Sigh, no of course not! I am number one!” she replies in a stern voice and mimicking his body 

gesture mockingly.

“Then it is settled, I’ll pick you up at your place, so no staying out late tonight! Even though I 

know you love to punish yourself” Jerry says as he picks up some paper work and places it in his 

briefcase. 

Sarah looking miffed replies “Why Jerry, kind of woman do you take me for? A party animal?” 



He glares back over with her pacing back and forth waving her hands all about. 

“Sometimes, Mon cherie.” And with a smile and an evil smirk, he leaves the office with her just 

grinning with delight.

Sarah returns home.  Home, is her studio apartment.  An open concept loft space with large 

industrial windows. She’s never liked feeling boxed in.  The walls are lined gallery style with 

rare artifacts and replicas of ancient art, juxtaposed with a mix of black and white upholstery and 

abstract art on the feature wall.  

She plunks her briefcase down beside the door as her usual habit, and puts her purse on the table 

and hangs her coat on the old stand up rack she found at flea market in Rome two years ago.

Kicking off her pumps, Sarah heads towards the kitchen, opens the fridge and pulls out her 

favourite bottle of Chardonnay, always chilled. She holds it up to the light, checks out the label, 

and with a nod agrees with the year. Placing her fine Crystal stemware carefully on the black 

granite top island with a high gloss finish she grabs the corkscrew, uncorks the Chardonnay and 

lets it breathe a moment.  At home in amongst her unused stainless steel appliances and old 

leftover boxes of Chinese take-out, Sarah pours the wine and tosses the cork on the counter.  

Leaving the bottle behind, she enters back into the living room.

Walking past by her answering machine she toys with the button and decides to play back her 

home phone messages as she makes her way to the couch and sits with glass in hand. 

“Beep…You have 4 new messages, first new message” the robotic female voice says on her 

answering machine.

“Sarah, this is your mother, call me back!” Sarah rolls her eyes. 

“Sarah, it’s your mother again, why haven’t you called yet?” Rolling her eyes but with a smile, 

“Because I’m at work mother!” Sarah replies out loud and slaps her forehead. 

“Sarah, it’s Jerry, please tell your mother to stop calling me! I’m not your keeper! 



See you tomorrow, get some sleep and remember, no late nights!” Beep. Sarah Smiles 

“Yes, mother number two!” she again replies out loud to herself. 

“If you’re listening to this, no doubt you are on the couch with a glass of wine and unwinding 

from your ever so stressful day of being a so-called talented writer!” 

Sarah smiles and she listens intently to the voice on the answering machine, 

“If you really want to unwind, I suggest you, and your wine, not to mention your sweet ass move 

to the bedroom where you will be exotically massaged until your hearts’ content.” Beep.

 

She jumps out of the couch, nearly spilling the wine on her new Persian rug. She catches the 

edge and almost trips, deftly recovers and quickly heads up the industrial spiral staircase with the 

one of a kind hand forged iron rod railings.  Once on the landing, she slides her stocking feet 

across the hall to her bedroom. There she was greeted by the voice from the answering machine 

who is laying in her bed.

“Felix!” She screams with happiness, again nearly spilling her wine all over the newly finished 

wood floor. 

“Hello there,  sunshine!” Felix replies. She tosses her glass off to the side, shattering into little 

pieces across the marble tile as she run and leaps into bed with such urgency. 

 

She begins to kiss, Felix’s well defined chest.  Eyes locked, they embrace.   They interlock 

bodies throughout the night making passionate love as if this night was their last night together. 

His strong hands graced her creamy white porcelain skin with such grace. Her face, flushed with 

a soft pinkish hue.  The sun breaking through the window casts a glow around them.  Joined like 

a glistening silhouette, her fingers stiffen while clenching on to the bed sheets, she falls into his 

chest, cradling next to him.  He caresses her with one arm around her naked body and with the 

free hand softly strokes her face.  They both look at each other with the same warm smile, and 

without speaking hold hands while playing with the others fingers.  

“That was amazing!” she said to him, Felix smiles down at her. 



“Was it just what the doctor ordered?” he replies. 

“Oh yes, and so, so much more! Thank you!” she replies back. 

“Jerry said you were pretty intense so, I figured it was time Doctor Love came by for a checkup.”  

She props up in a upright position. 

“Wait, Jerry called you?” Sarah said with a little bit of intensified anger. 

“No, I did, I wanted to check in to make sure you were free, wouldn’t want to show up while you 

were in a conference or book signing.”  Felix says in Jerry’s defense. 

“Sure! Why is it some how I don’t believe that, Felix! I’ve never known you to just make sure I 

was home.” Sarah replies as she turns her back to Felix getting caught in his own lie.  She rolls 

over and lays back down with her back towards him. 

“Okay, you got me, I was checking up on you.  That’s the truth.” 

He puts his hand on her body and runs his finger down her spine. You can see the tiny soft hairs 

tense up and tiny goose bumps form. 

“I just wanted to make sure I was still the only man in your life, right now.” 

She turns around and looks into his light blue eyes, 

“Of course you are! If you can really count our lives as ‘living’?! 

“We are workaholics, Felix. That, doesn’t leave much room for a social life.”  

He pulls her head close to his, feeling the body warmth from both of them, nuzzling with her, he 

kisses the top of her nose. 

“I know, but we make it work, don’t we? We always do.” 

She smiles and turns looking up at the ceiling 

“I know we do. That’s why I love you.” 

With a pleasant silence, flowing through her studio apartment, the cold marble flooring, shattered 

wine glass still present on the floor and tossed aside clothing from a romantic night in was 

interrupted with the loud buzzing noise of her call button which rang three times. Sarah leaps out 

of her peaceful state of mind, with Felix next to her.

 

“Are you expecting someone?” Felix says to her. 



“Shit, Jerry was coming to get me, we have a book signing!” She replied with an exclamation. 

She scrambles to get out of bed and ran into the washroom. 

“Should I let him in?” Felix questioned with a muffled reply from brushing her teeth 

“Yeah, you do what you want!” Felix shrugs and smiles. 

“Oh, Okay!” Felix gets out of the bed and heads down the stairs to the door and buzzes Jerry in 

without saying anything through the intercom.

Felix then proceeds to tidy up her apartment, as Jerry walks through the door, without knocking.  

Felix quickly grabs one of the expensive pillows Sarah had lying on the couch and uses it to 

cover up. 

“Felix!” 

“Jerry!  You’re fast on your feet!” embarrassed as he looks around for something to distract 

himself. 

“Didn’t expect you to come up so fast.” Felix continues to say.  Jerry looks at Felix up and down 

“... and I wasn’t aware that clothing was option?” Felix smiles.

“I’ll just go and get changed now.” And proceeds walking up the spiral staircase backwards. 

“And tell Ms. Sleeping beauty that I’m here, and emphasize we’re going to be late…

So, tell her to please hurry up!” 

Felix stumbles over a step.

Dashing for the bedroom, Felix closes the door behind him. Sarah is waiting for him and slams 

him up against the door with a passionate kiss, the kind that leaves a man just wanting and 

craving more. With their lips still wet, their skin clings together as they pull away from the kiss. 

“Be a dear and lock up when you leave?” with her right hand she gives him a little smack on his 

ass.

 “Mmm, so damn cute!” She say’s to herself as she pulls him aside and walks out the door, 

“Guess we’d better not keep Jerry waiting!” Felix says with a little bit of jealousy in his tone.

 “Same time tonight, babe?” Felix smirks, 

“We’ll see...” he sighs with resentment.

 “I’ll be in town tonight.  Just might check out an after party or two.   You never know…



might meet a cute boy or two.” She fires back at Felix.  He leans back against the wall 

Ah, be still my beating heart!  Dare I be so frustrated with our arrangement!  he says to himself. 

Smirking as he looks up towards the ceiling. 

“Hey Hun, all you have to do is put a ring on this finger, and I’ll be yours forever. 

We’ll retire and live the life we want…oh, right.  You rather enjoy your freedom don’t you”  

With that, she shoots him a look.

 “Your loss, not mine!” and gives him the wink of death. 

“Ouch!” he replies as he holds his hands up to his chest. 

“Lock up, and be here for 11 playboy.” she continues to say. She grabs his wrists and tugs his 

naked body closer and gives him another kiss good bye. 

“Hmm make that 10, and don’t be late!” she says as she walks down the hall, 

“Oh and could You be a dear and clean up your mess?” 

Jerry shakes his head in distaste just as Sarah walks out the door having been privy that.

Poor Felix! Jerry laughs aloud.  What he must put up with…

“Hey-- can you do mine too, Felix?” he smirks and waves good bye and walks out the door to 

her studio apartment. 

“...I’ll get right on that Jerry.  Have a good one!” 

The door closes.  Leaving Felix naked, at the front of the bedroom door.



While They Sleep

A Novel written by Michael Canton 

Chapter Two

 Sarah loves living this life.  Some might call it, the high life.  She’s accustomed to this 

celebrity role of being a well-paid novelist.   Some say her lavish life style has killed her 

creativity.  Sarah no longer really writes books for the sake of her passion.  Writes books to earn 

the money that maintains the party her life has become.   Writes books as she needs to keep up 

with all the wild evenings, her expensive taste in restaurants and her thirst for adventure.  Then, 

there’s her night life.  When Sarah wants to impress someone she takes them out on the town to 

wine and dine at her favourite posh night club slash restaurant.   Decorated gold with black tiled 

ceilings with walls and décor, with a motif much like Ms. Monroe body, curvy, white with 

texture and finished with a stucco design. 

Surrounded by Abstract art and dated photographs of Hollywood stars, it’s an impressive room.  

Framed mementos of celebrity sightings signed and personalized with dedications.    

Autographed paparazzi photos hung floor to ceiling to cover the imperfections of the wall.  

Upon arrival, Sarah never has to have to wait for a table.  Immediately greeted as she makes her 

way walking through the clear glass doors. 

“Your usual spot Ms. Monroe?” Giovanni politely asks with a smile.

“Why yes, Johnny that would be lovely.” Ms. Monroe smiles in returns. 

“Right this way” and leads them around through the maze of  tables and empty chairs. 

“I think we need to find a new spot.  I get worried when you can remember a waiters name but 

not when we have an early morning flight the next day” says Jerry as he helps her into her seat. 

“Well, if you were memorable in the sack as good as Johnny was we wouldn’t be in this position 

now would we!” she smiles politely.  Giovanni clearly humiliated, coughs.

“Would you like to order your usual glass of white wine, Ms. Monroe?” the waiter asks, quickly 

changing the subject of their sexual exploits. 

“Oh dear, please call me Sarah….I’ve seen your dick for christs sakes.” She exclaims out loud 



“Yes Ms. Dick, I mean Monroe, I mean uh...” Tongue tied while trying to remain professional,  

Giovanni fumbles over his words thinking carefully how to proceed next. 

“Thank you, and yes.  My usual glass of white wine would be just perfect, Johnny.  Don’t be 

embarrassed.  Jerry here is just jealous. You should take a page from living my life, Mr. Jerry 

King…The young will keep you just that…young as well.” 

She says without question as she grabs the menu and begins to read off of their selection for 

dinner. 

“Yes…Sarah, right away.” He replies and dashes off to fetch the royal princess her weapon of 

choice, leaving Jerry holding out his hand.   Seemingly ignored by Johnny, he’s annoyed at not 

even being able to order his own drink for himself.  The fear was too great for Giovanni.  He’s 

intimidated already by Sarah not really wanting to hear what she would speak of next. Jerry is 

peeved, as she rests her menu down to glance over at his reaction. 

“Oh be nice! I’m just playing! I haven’t slept with everyone here, just Johnny, oh and maybe 

another younger waiter.”  Setting the glass of white wine on the coaster down, the shocked 

Giovanni tries not to make any eye contact with Sarah. Notably embarrassed he dashes back to 

the bar area of the little bistro. Again with Jerry holding his hand up in the air, calling for 

attention but finding none, Sarah stares off into the distance.   His view into the lounge is 

obscured by the brim of her large white hat, which is an eyesore reflecting the little light they 

have in the bistro. She focuses on the most expensive wines on the menu, and pauses as she 

re calibrates her thoughts.

 “So, what are we trying today, Jerry?” She says from across the table.

 “Do we, just want to sample a bottle of the house the sparkling water?  

“No need for sarcasm…Sarah.  Which may prove to be more difficult as you managed to offend 

and frighten Johnny.” he replies with a stern fatherly over tone. 

“Oh come now! We must have at least one drink!” Sarah fires back with (this time with attitude) 

“It would be rude just to order water!” she continues to say. He looks at her with an evil glare 

once again, like he doesn’t approve of her attitude towards his drink of choice. 



“What is with that look, every time! Don’t be a prude, after all, we are only on this planet once, 

you’d better stop worrying so much!” Sarah feels indignant now.  Feels the flush in her face that 

has her cheeks turning beat red thus matching the color of her outfit.  

Again…she sighs.  Another power day and she knows it.  She tries changing the subject by 

proposing a toast.  

“Can we not celebrate our achievements?” as she raises and waves her hands in the air.   

Jerry wonders if she already has been drinking?

 “Every day is a celebration with you.   You, I swear… You wake up with that wine glass in your 

hand!” Jerry fires back already knowing she has a short tongue when it comes to people talking 

about her partying ways, her so-called other extra circular activities. She has never let it get in 

the way of her work before, but now, Sarah seems to be hooked. Not a good sign of things to 

come, Jerry believes.  In this instance, Sarah Monroe is infuriated by the tone of the accusations 

made by her dear, close friend and partner.  She jumps up from her seat and begins pacing back 

and forth, purposely in Jerry’s line of sight. 

“What, my good friend, is the big deal? It helps me unwind, dealing with so much stress in this 

world, people and their autographs. And it helps with my creativity!” She rants as she paces back 

and forth knowing full well it actually does the opposite for her. 

“We are here on business, with a book signing at a major book store. I don’t need you to run your 

mouth off like you have at the last few events, now sit down and shut up!”  Hoping to remain 

calm, respectively Jerry replies. 

“And order me the House Merlot! If the waiter won’t be back, get it from the damn bartender!” 

Such audacity, she thinks to herself.  I’m stunned at now at just how Jerry is being so very vocal 

towards her.

Takes a breath then as graceful as she can be, sits down. 

“You can’t have the world, you know!?” He continues. 

“I don’t want the world.  What I want is for you to enjoy yourself, that’s all” seemingly doing a 

complete 180 in attitude.  Sarah, in hushed tones lowers her voice to a whisper.  

“Excuse me?” 



Jerry’s face does a double take.  He takes a deep breath before proceeding.  

“What a surprise.  Before me, here sits the woman that got to see the world when she was only 

18.  You are, that very same woman who by the way, has almost single-handedly uncovered 

mysteries that no other in history has seen in a 1000 years.  I cannot believe she doesn’t want the 

whole world? 

I find that completely hard to believe!” Jerry says to Sarah. 

“Well it’s true!” she replies on the verge of a pout, while staring at the ground and toying the 

menu by folding it over and over again. 

“And wasted, on meaningless thrills and one night stands? I’m not saying this to be mean! I’m 

saying this because it worries me!” Jerry continues reaching out across the table.  Insulted, Sarah 

Monroe moves her hands way from the center of the table.  Her face changes as a distant feeling 

comes over both of them. 

“Well after the tour is done, our deal is over you won’t have to worry about me anymore.” Sarah 

replies and continues to look forward but away from him as his expression changes. 

“What do you mean?” he exclaimed. Trying to find the words she chokes up as she speaks 

“Meaning I’m out…the books are done. I am completely exhausted from all of this and the notes 

and research from my archeological diaries are finished.”  She looks away her eyes begin to welt 

up and tears begin to form. Jerry knew right then and there her reason for the excess drinking. 

He had been worried this day might come.  He didn’t think it would come so soon.  His one and 

only, his pride and joy, his protégé and star novelist has finally reached that point and dried up 

her artist’s well.  Jerry hands her a napkin to dry her tears.

 “Thank you.  I figured I would tell you…before the end of the tour so that you don’t expect 

another book so quickly like you normally do.” She says whipping away the tears. 

“Awe, I’m so sorry.  I guess that’s one reason to ‘celebrate’ a lot!” Jerry says.

 “I’m always with you, until the bitter end! You’ll come up with more stories to tell, maybe go on 

a few more adventures, maybe even chronicle a whole new adventure series.” he continues. 



“That’s just it, I don’t think I can, the stories I wrote were pure! They’re factual and came from 

my heart. Something I don’t think I can replicate again!” Sarah replies with a frantic and worried 

voice, trembling from not being able to express in words just how she feels. 

“Let’s just have lunch, go to this book signing and get through today. We will worry about the 

next chapter when we get there.” 

Attempting to re-assure Sarah, Jerry crouches down beside her, softly rubbing her back to 

console her. 

“You mean it? We won’t worry till then?” with tears in her eyes and sniffling as she looks down 

on him. 

“Yes, I do.  We’ll figure something out hun, and we will get through this! It’s not the end of the 

world after all, just the beginning of a new brave and bold world!” 

“I know, I just don’t want to let you down” as she reaches to hold Jerry’s hand. 

“You have surpassed any and all of my expectations for a woman your age.  I still remember the 

first day you walked into my office, no more than 22 years young with an endless amount of 

entries, I thought you were completely mad!” he reminisces.

 “You did? What made you take me on?” she replies 

“Well to be honest, definitely not your organizational skills.” Muffling a laugh.

“Worst time of my life was helping you organize your notes and thoughts while creating a clear 

cut story out of each adventure you had! It was your passion…Wanting to turn your entries into a 

story that everyone wanted to read…mixing history and a fantastic storyline that was both 

pleasing educationally and entertaining! Now, that’s what was truly remarkable.  That you even 

exhausted me with your drive, and your hard work ethics. Not to mention you had the looks of a 

model but heart of a manly adventurer, highly marketable!” He said to Sarah, as she laughs. 

“I thought my notes were pretty darn self-explanatory, but I did live through it, so I suppose it’s 

kind of different in that sense.” She replies with a smirk on her face nodding in agreement. 

“Now, can we please eat?” Jerry says as he stands up and makes his way back to his chair. 

“And where on earth is that waiter with my bottle of wine! We have some celebrating to do!” 

Following his moves, she laughs, and draws her face in closer to his.



“And for your information…I didn’t actually sleep with him.”  

Puzzled, Jerry replies “Oh…No?” 

Sarah looks down at the ground and up again directly into Jerry’s gaze.

“No, actually, he had some difficulties let’s just say, we just stayed up all night and shared stories 

and watched the sun rise from my hotel room.  It was actually rather nice to have that evening 

together.” she continues. 

“Ah, and that is why you remember him.” Jerry replies pointing his finger in her direction. 

“Yes, well don’t get me wrong, Felix is great but sometimes it’s just nice to be able to share 

thoughts and feelings and not talk business.” Sarah said to Jerry. 

“And... Have you ever told this to Felix?” Jerry questioned her, as she looks around the room at 

all the abstract art, appreciating the artist’s hard work and creativity. 

“Maybe, one day I will. Today, tomorrow or the next it’s just not the right time right now.” Jerry 

strokes his chin, tired of waiting for his waiter to come so he can get his wine, he takes Sarah’s 

glass away from her. She looks at him with piercing crossed eyes. 

“Time is not to be wasted, but cherished. Be ambitious, even in love.   Don’t ever settle for what 

could be. But naturally what should be, follow your heart, even if it might break a few along the 

way.” Jerry replies, raising her glass in the air and taking a sip of her wine. 

“That was very deep Jerry” Sarah replies to Jerry’s profound though with a smile and a nod in 

agreement. “I’m very impressed!” He smiles back at her.

“Well, yes I did learn it from one of the best writers I’ve ever had to the privilege to help.” 

 “Oh, stop, you’re going to make me blush, and no you won’t be getting into my skirt with your 

compliments.” she says as the waiter carries out the bottle of red house wine. 

“The wine you requisitioned, Mr. King.” The waiter announced and began to pour into their 

glass. 

“Thank you, now this is something to celebrate.” Jerry raises his glass, 

“Here’s to not being able to get into Ms. Monroe’s panties.”  Jerry exclaimed as the waiter 

coughs in embarrassment again. 



“And, cheers to you. Here’s to having profound moments about life!” Sarah raises her glass as 

well, the waiter not knowing what to do with the bottle in hand, in unison, raises the bottle and 

chimes in.

“For my shift to be almost over and I can go home and get out of this crazy bistro!” says 

Giovanni cheerfully.  And to the insanity  he says to himself.  

Jerry leans in, and tugs on the waiters pants saying, 

“Don’t worry, your secret is safe with me, us old timers get that way too!” Now thoroughly 

humiliated, Giovanni touches the edge of his shirt collar.  Loosening it somewhat, turns towards 

the kitchen and dashes off as if he heard his name being called to get out of the mess. Jerry looks 

at Sarah, they both smile.   They nod to one another and laugh.  They raise their glasses once 

more. 

“To us…The mighty two, but two plus this bottle make three and we are young and we are one.” 

clinking their glasses each takes a sip, savoring the delicious house wine.

“But seriously, can we eat now?” Jerry asks Sarah. 

“Yes, let’s do that.  I’m absolutely famished!” 


